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Abstract--Guardian Traffic Systems road blockers, traffic 

spikes, access controls and CCTV are used to control access 

to or from airport parking and ground transportation, car 

rental agencies, car parks, parking garages and airport 

freight delivery. The Guardian product line is the most 

extensive, well-engineered and best built product for 

effective and economical controlled access. Guardian Traffic 

Systems' tire spike units are available in either surface 

mount or in-ground applications. Our tire spike units utilize 

a proprietary spring-loaded counter balance technology 

ensuring spikes return to their upright position. Our tire 

spikes systems are designed for reliability and low 

maintenance providing years of dependable service. 

Guardian Traffic access controls manage who can go where 

and when in designated areas. Access Control means 

management can control who has access to secured areas 

and at what time, while recording and storing the 

information. 

Key-Words: Guardian Traffic System, Traffic Spikes, Rental 

Agencies, Spring Loaded Counter. 

I.  TRAFFIC SPIKE SYSTEMS 

he COBRA and KING COBRA share many attributes 

as leaders in surface mount and in-ground traffic 

control, but also have their own unique benefits. Both 

offer nearly indestructible top plates handling extreme 

vehicle axle weight ratios. Our top down design allows for 

the easiest maintenance in the market, the curved spike 

teeth allow for smooth correct way traffic, while the fish 

hook bard rips tires when travelling against entry. The 

COBRA is designed especially for standard traffic flow 

(SUVs, trucks, vans, sports cars and passenger vehicles). 

The KING COBRA is extra heavy-duty designed for 

freight delivery with tractors and trailers and vehicle with 

heavy loads. 

II.  MOTORIZED TRAFFIC SPIKE SYSTEMS 

Guardian's ENFORCER and PROTECTOR motorized 

traffic spike systems provide reliable access traffic control 

by electro-mechanically moving the teeth up to an active 

or secured position, and then down to allow unrestricted 

passage to authorized vehicles. The self-contained 

modular system allows design flexibility combined with 

easy installation in manned or unmanned sites. The 

ENFORCER and PROTECTOR can be installed in new 

or existing facilities and is easily integrated with multiple 

access control options. The ENFORCER and 

PROTECTOR are ideal for airport parking facilities, such 

as rental car or other secured locations where a high level 

of access control is required. Guardian Traffic Systems 

offers an extensive line of access control products that 

work in harmony with the ENFORCER / PROTECTOR 

series or any traffic spike systems. 

III.  CONCEALED TRAFFIC SPIKE SYSTEMS 

Guardian Traffic Systems STINGRAY pedestrian-

friendly concealed traffic spike unit is engineered and 

designed with below-grade spikes that will puncture the 

tires of offending vehicles while providing above-grade, 

non-penetrating teeth. The below grade tooth stays 

submerged until activated by wrong-way traffic. Only 

then is the spiked tooth deployed, puncturing the tire of 

the offending vehicle. The SINGRAY is ideal for airport 

parking lots, parking garages, rental car agencies, and 

ground transportation where large amounts of pedestrian 

traffic exist. 

 

Fig.1: Spike System 

IV. AUTOMATIC VEHICLE IDENTIFICATION 

ACCESS CONTROL SYSTEMS 

Tran score’s Smart Pass 4 is a series of fully integrated, 

self-contained 915 MHz wireless radio frequency 

identification (RFID) readers that are specifically targeted 

at high-performance applications in parking, security 

access, electronic vehicle registration (EVR) and traffic 

management. For compatibility with existing security 

systems, Smart Pass 4 can read half-frame and full-frame 

ATA tags and Wigand formatted tags and identification 

cards. 

V.  RADIO RECEIVERS – ACCESS CONTROL 

SYSTEMS 

Lift Master Passport technology is an evolutionary step in 

the creation of a simpler, more effective method of 

managing the entrances within a gated community or 

commercial environment. Until now, property managers 

have had to manage transmitters for the main gate, 

transmitters for the private residences, and even 

transmitters for parking entrances. This is cumbersome 

and costly. With our Passport technology, residential and 

commercial property management is now simplified by an 

innovative single-transmitter solution. 

VI. CARD READERS 

Proximity Readers, compatible with the PXL-500P tiger 

Controller are a family of readers that give superior 

T 
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performance in slick, small, attractive packages. Designed 

to mount on a window, door frame or wall, gang box 

mount. 

VII.  SWITCHES 

MMTC switches allows for controlled access with its 

exterior surface mount. With the option of one or two 

button open/close secure access can be insured in a 

parking lot, parking garage, or employee only area. 

VIII.  COMMUNICATION DEVICES - ACCESS 

CONTROL SYSTEMS 

The LEF system can be designed to meet a wide variety 

of communication needs, depending on the type of facility 

and the communication requirements. Any combination of 

master, sub, and door stations can be intermixed up to the 

system's capacity. This is an ideal system for gate / entry, 

and many commercial / industrial applications. Where 

communication and access control is needed at remote 

locations, the LEF can serve as an electronic security 

guard, allowing access to authorized people only. 

 

 

Fig.2: Safety Measures 

IX.  SURFACE MOUNTED SPIKE SYSTEMS - 

DETAILS 

Many generic ways describe these types of traffic spike 

products. Tiger Teeth, Cobra, Cobra II. We can ship this 

product to military APO addresses in 1’ segments. Get the 

exact same product at 1/3 the length! For example, if you 

need 21 feet of coverage, order 21 APO-sized units. 

 

This product is time-tested and has been installed in truck 

stops with fully-loaded semi-trucks driving over it daily. 

Manufactured with hot rolled steel for lasting durability. 

In one location, a vehicle counter has proven that over 

300,000 vehicles have driven over this traffic spike 

system without leading to failure. This traffic spike 

system is a ‘Best Buy’. 

 

X.  HIGH SECURITY TIRE SPIKE BARRIER 

The Road Spike is manufactured and designed to handle 

high volume of traffic and has a full duty cycle. The 

weighted spikes tend to break if vehicles drive too fast 

over the spikes maximum 5 mph speed recommended. 

The weighted spikes can freeze up if water fills the cavity 

and freezes. The biggest thing about snow is the snow 

plows. 

 

XI.   HIGH SECURITY TIRE SPIKE BARRIER 

The Road Spike is manufactured and designed to handle 

high volume of traffic and has a full duty cycle. The 

weighted spikes tend to break if vehicles drive too fast 

over the spikes maximum 5 mph speed recommended. 

The weighted spikes can freeze up if water fills the cavity 

and freezes. The biggest thing about snow is the snow 

ploys. 

 

These spikes are quite durable for a traffic spike. The 
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spring loaded road spikes are more durable than the 

weighted spikes.  If a plow goes over the spike, they tend 

to break off bolts. Plows need to be very careful around 

the spikes. 

Working warranties the spikes against workmanship, 

however, rarely are the spikes defective. Springs typically 

are not covered by the warranty. Choose the spring or 

weighted model according to the application for 

reliability. Choose the models with the lock-down feature 

for capability to lock the spikes in the down position to 

allow free entrance and exit. 

XII.  SPECIFICATION 

 Individual spring loaded spikes 

 Stainless steel springs 

 Weight spikes (no springs) version available 

 Lock-down version available 

 Flush in-ground unit 

 Painted bright red for easy visibility 

 Ideal to enforce one-way traffic 

 Traffic Light Project 

 Picture of our Traffic Light Project 

This Traffic Light Circuit can be used to control traffic on 

roads or in public places. In a Traffic light there are three 

different color bulbs which are Green, Yellow/Amber and 

Red. This project uses IC555 as astable Multivibrator for 

rapid squire wave. In this counter IC, for every pulse fed 

to input pin-14, the High level output keeps shifting from 

D1 to D9 in cyclic order. See Circuit Diagram below. 

XIII. TRAFFIC LIGHT CIRCUIT DIAGRAM 

 

At a time one output is higher (Positive) and other output 

pins of IC remains at low state. The capacitor and resistor 

on pin 15 of IC4017 are used to reset the counter to zero 

(Red light ON) at initial power up. 

XIV.  PART USED 

 IC = NE555 ( Timer IC) , IC CD4017 (Counter IC) 

 Diode = IN4007  6Pcs 

 POT = 470K 

 Resistance = 22K, 100K, 220 Ohms X 3Pcs 

 Capacitor = 0.1 Mfd, 1 Mfd, 10 Mfd. 

 9 Volt Battery with Snap Switch, Wire, Clamp, PCB 

 

The normal function of traffic lights requires 

sophisticated control and coordination to ensure that 

traffic moves as smoothly and safely as possible and that 

pedestrians are protected when they cross the roads. A 

variety of different control systems are used to accomplish 

this, ranging from simple clockwork mechanisms to 

sophisticated computerized control and coordination 

systems that self-adjust to minimize delay to people using 

the road. 

XV. TRAFFIC CONTROLLER SYSTEM 

A traffic signal is typically controlled by a controller 

inside a cabinet mounted on a concrete pad.[1] Some 

electro-mechanical controllers are still in use (New York 

City still had 4,800 as of 1998, though the number is 

lower now due to the prevalence of the signal controller 

boxes. However, modern traffic controllers are solid state. 

The cabinet typically contains a power panel, to distribute 

electrical power in the cabinet; a detector interface panel, 

to connect to loop detectors and other detectors; detector 

amplifiers; the controller itself; a conflict monitor unit; 

flash transfer relays; a police panel, to allow the police to 

disable the signal; and other components. 
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XVI. COMPUTERIZED TRAFFIC CONTROL BOX 

In the United States, controllers are standardized by the 

NEMA, which sets standards for connectors, operating 

limits, and intervals. The TS-1 standard was introduced in 

1976 for the first generation of solid-state controllers. 

Traffic controllers use the concept of phases, which are 

directions of movement grouped together. For instance, a 

simple intersection may have two phases: North/South, 

and East/West. A 4-way intersection with independent 

control for each direction and each left-turn will have 

eight phases. Controllers also use rings; each ring is an 

array of independent timing sequences. For example, with 

a dual-ring controller, opposing left-turn arrows may turn 

red independently, depending on the amount of traffic. 

Thus, a typical controller is an 8-phase, dual ring control. 

Solid state controllers are required to have an independent 

conflict monitor unit (CMU), which ensures fail-safe 

operation. The CMU monitors the outputs of the 

controller, and if a fault is detected, the CMU uses the 

flash transfer relays to put the intersection to FLASH, 

with all red lights flashing, rather than displaying a 

potentially hazardous combination of signals. The CMU is 

programmed with the allowable combinations of lights, 

and will detect if the controller gives conflicting 

directions a green signal, for instance. 

In the late 1990s, a national standardization effort known 

as the Advanced transportation controller (ATC) was 

undertaken in the United States by the Institute of 

Transportation Engineers.[3] The project attempts to 

create a single national standard for traffic light 

controllers. The standardization effort is part of the 

National Intelligent transportation system program funded 

by various highway bills, starting with ISTEA in 1991, 

followed by TEA-21, and subsequent bills. The 

controllers will communicate using National 

Transportation Communications for ITS Protocol 

(NTCIP), based on Internet Protocol, ISO/OSI, and 

ASN.1. 

Battery backup installed in a separate cabinet from the 

traffic controller cabinet on the top. Traffic lights must be 

instructed when to change phase and they are usually 

coordinated so that the phase changes occur in some 

relationship to other nearby signals or to the press of a 

pedestrian button or to the action of a timer or a number 

of other inputs. 

XVII.  BATTERY BACKUP 

In the areas that are prone to power interruptions, adding 

battery backups to the traffic controller systems can 

enhance the safety of the motorists and pedestrians. In the 

past, a larger capacity of uninterruptible power supply 

would be required to continue the full operations of the 

traffic signals using incandescent lights. The cost for such 

system would be prohibitive. After the newer generations 

of traffic signals that use LED lights which consume 85-

90% less energy, it is now possible to incorporate battery 

backups into the traffic light systems. The battery backups 

would be installed in the traffic controller cabinet or in 

their own cabinet adjacent to the controller. 

 

The battery backups can operate the controller in 

emergency mode with red light flashing or in fully 

functional mode. In 2004, California Energy Commission 

recommended to have local governments to convert their 

traffic lights to LEDs with battery backups. This would 

lower the energy consumption and enhance the safety at 

major intersections. The recommendation was for a 

system which provides fully functional traffic signals for 

two hours after the power outage. Then the signals will 

have flashing red lights for another two hours. 

XVIII.  FIXED TIME CONTROL 

 

Pedestrian traffic signal in Taiwan, featuring a "Walking 

green man" below a countdown display where the "Red 

Man" once stood. In traffic control, simple and old forms 

of signal controllers are what are known as electro-

mechanical signal controllers. Unlike computerized signal 

controllers, electro-mechanical signal controllers are 

mainly composed of movable parts (cams, dials, and 

shafts) that control signals that are wired to them 

correctly. Aside from movable parts, electrical relays are 
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also used. In general, electro-mechanical signal 

controllers use dial timers that have fixed, signalized 

intersection time plans. Cycle lengths of signalized 

intersections are determined by small gears that are 

located within dial timers. Cycle gears, as they are 

commonly known, range from 35 seconds to 120 seconds. 

If a cycle gear in a dial timer results in a failure, it can be 

replaced with another cycle gear that would be 

appropriate to use. Since a dial timer has only one 

signalized intersection time plan, it can control phases at a 

signalized intersection in only one way. Many old 

signalized intersections still use electro-mechanical signal 

controllers, and signals that are controlled by them are 

effective in one way grids where it is often possible to 

coordinate the signals to the posted speed limit. They are 

however disadvantageous when the signal timing of an 

intersection would benefit from being adapted to the 

dominant flows changing over the time of the day. 

XIX.  DYNAMIC CONTROL 

See also: Traffic signal pre-emption 

The controller uses input from detectors, which are 

sensors that inform the controller processor whether 

vehicles or other road users are present, to adjust signal 

timing and phasing within the limits set by the controller's 

programming. It can give more time to an intersection 

approach that is experiencing heavy traffic, or shorten or 

even skip a phase that has little or no traffic waiting for a 

green light. Detectors can be grouped into three classes: 

in-pavement detectors, non-intrusive detectors, and 

detection for non-motorized road users. 

XX.    IN-PAVEMENT DETECTORS 

Saw cut loop detectors for vehicle detection buried in the 

pavement at this intersection as seen by the rectangular 

shapes of loop detector sealant at the bottom part of this 

picture. These detectors are buried in or under the 

roadway. Inductive detector loops are the most common 

type. They are sensors buried in the road to detect the 

presence of traffic waiting at the light, and thus can 

reduce the time when a green signal is given to an empty 

road. A timer is frequently used as a default during times 

of very low traffic density and as a backup in case the 

sensors fail. The sensor loops typically work in the same 

fashion as metal detectors. Consequently small vehicles 

and bicycles or vehicles with low metal content may fail 

to be detected causing them to wait indefinitely unless 

there is also a default timer as part of the control system. 

XXI.   NON-INTRUSIVE DETECTORS 

It is sometimes more advantageous and cost effective to 

install over-roadway sensors than cutting the road and 

embedding inductive loops. These technologies include 

video image processors, sensors that use electromagnetic 

waves, or acoustic sensors to detect the presence of 

vehicles at the intersection waiting for right of way. These 

over-roadway sensors are more 649avourable than in-

roadway sensors because they are immune to the natural 

degradation associated with paved right-of-way, 

competitively priced to install in terms of monetary and 

labor cost and danger to installation personnel, and have 

the capacity to act as real-time traffic management 

devices. They also act as multi-lane detectors, and collect 

data types not available from in-roadway sensors. 

XXII.   NON-MOTORIZED USER DETECTION 

Non-motorized users are classified as pedestrians, 

bicyclists, and equestrians. Provisions for detecting these 

users include demand buttons and tuned detectors. Some 

traffic lights at pedestrian crossings, especially those away 

from junctions, include a button which must be pressed in 

order to activate the timing system. This is generally 

accompanied by a large display reading "wait", which 

lights up when the button is pressed; this turns off when 

the vehicular lights enter the "red" phase.[citation needed] 

In the United States, the pedestrian signals continue to 

display a steady red "hand" or "Don't Walk" signal when 

the button is pressed, turning to a white "man" or "Walk" 

signal at the end of the vehicular phase. Often, other 

displays, such as countdowns or the green & red 

pedestrian lights are included in this panel.[clarification 

needed] With the advent of computer-controlled traffic 

lights in many countries, activation buttons have become 

obsolete. In fact, most in New York City have been 

disconnected. Conversely, new installations of activation 

buttons increasingly provide for specific user groups, 

including audible buttons and signals for visually 

impaired users and so-called Pegasus crossing buttons for 

users on horseback. 

Standard signal detectors have a hard time detecting 

bicyclists, because of the low metal content of typical 

bicycles. If a bicyclist rides directly over the wires of a 

detector loop, it may detect the cyclist. However, it does 

not always work, and few cyclists know to do it. At 

locations where cyclists are common, a special detector 

loop tuned for cyclists may be used. A small bicycle 

symbol is often marked on the pavement to inform the 

cyclist where to stop in order to actuate the signal. Other 

places simply place an additional pedestrian button near 

the curb where a cyclist can reach it. 

XXIII.  COORDINATED CONTROL 

Attempts are often made to place traffic signals on a 

coordinated system so that drivers encounter long strings 

of green lights (the technical term is progression). The 

distinction between coordinated signals and synchronized 

signals is very important. Synchronized signals all change 

at the same time and are only used in special instances or 

in older systems. Coordinated (progressed) systems are 

controlled from a master controller and are set up so lights 

"cascade" (progress) in sequence so platoons of vehicles 

can proceed through a continuous series of green lights. A 

graphical representation of phase state on a two-axis plane 

of distance versus time clearly shows a "green band" that 

has been established based on signalized intersection 

spacing and expected vehicle speeds. In some countries 

(e.g. Germany, France and the Netherlands), this "green 

band" system is used to limit speeds in certain areas. 
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Lights are timed in such a way that motorists can drive 

through without stopping if their speed is lower than a 

given limit, mostly 50 km/h (30 mph) in urban areas. This 

system is known as "grunge Welled" in German, "vague 

vertex" in French, or "green golf" in Dutch (English: 

"green wave"). Such systems were commonly used in 

urban areas of the United States from the 1940s, but are 

less common today. In the UK, Slough in Berkshire had 

part of the A4 experimented on with this. Many US cities 

set the green wave on two-way streets to operate in the 

direction more heavily traveled, rather than trying to 

progress traffic in both directions. But the recent 

introduction of the flashing yellow arrow (see Traffic-

light signaling and operation) makes the lead-lag signal, 

an aid to progression, available with protected/permissive 

turns.  

In modern coordinated signal systems, it is possible for 

drivers to travel long distances without encountering a red 

light. This coordination is done easily only on one-way 

streets with fairly constant levels of traffic. Two-way 

streets are often arranged to correspond with rush hours to 

speed the heavier volume direction. Congestion can often 

throw off any coordination, however. On the other hand, 

some traffic signals are coordinated to prevent drivers 

from encountering a long string of green lights. This 

practice discourages high volumes of traffic by inducing 

delay yet preventing congestion. Speed is self-regulated in 

coordinated signal systems; drivers traveling too fast will 

arrive on a red indication and end up stopping, drivers 

traveling too slowly will not arrive at the next signal in 

time to utilize the green indication. In synchronized 

systems, however, drivers will often use excessive speed 

in order to "make" as many lights as possible. 

This traffic light in Khoper, Saudi Arabia is video camera-

actuated (just above the vertically-aligned lenses) and also 

shows the seconds remaining to change to the next state 

(in the leftmost horizontally-aligned lens). More recently 

even more sophisticated methods have been employed. 

Traffic lights are sometimes centrally controlled by 

monitors or by computers to allow them to be coordinated 

in real time to deal with changing traffic patterns. Video 

cameras, or sensors buried in the pavement can be used to 

monitor traffic patterns across a city. Non-coordinated 

sensors occasionally impede traffic by detecting a lull and 

turning red just as cars arrive from the previous light. The 

most high-end systems use dozens of sensors and cost 

hundreds of thousands of dollars per intersection, but can 

very finely control traffic levels. This relieves the need for 

other measures (like new roads) which are even more 

expensive. 

XXIV.   OTHER TYPES OF CONTROL 

A. Failures: If power is still available, a flashing amber 

light is used to warn of an intersection. Methods to 

distinguish the main road from the secondary road (and 

hence right of way) include using yield (give way) signs, 

stop signs or a flashing red light on the secondary road as 

well as written signage. In some countries including 

Australia, the road rules outline procedures such as giving 

way to the right. 

B. Part-time operation: Some traffic lights will not 

operate at night or when traffic is very light. Some may 

only operate at particular set times (e.g. during working 

hours of a major factory) or only during special events 

such as sports or exhibitions. When not operating, the 

same measures as with failures are used. Part-time 

operation has advantages and disadvantages. 

C. Railroad preemption: Traffic signals are activated to 

coincide with the approach of a train, often where the 

intersection is near a rail crossing. See also Railroad 

preemption 

D. Bus and Transport Priority: Traffic signals are 

activated to coincide with the arrival of a bus or tram 

along a bus way, bus lane or tramway. See also Bus 

priority 

E. Emergency Vehicles: Some lights outside of fire or 

rescue stations have no green, as they may turn only 

amber and then red when fire trucks, ambulances, or other 

emergency vehicles of the like are exiting the station en 

route to an emergency. 
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